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Algorithm 1: Calculation of Instance Performance Difference (IPD)

Input: YOLOv5 as performance algorithm H(image), labeled real image dataset Sreal,
labeled synthetic image dataset Ssynth

1 Performance task: rock detection
2 Preal ← φ,Psynth ← φ;
3 for each pair of images (Ireal ∈ Sreal, Isynth ∈ Ssynth) do
4 predict bboxes Bpredict,real ← H(Ireal) ; // mr predicted and nr GT bboxes

5 predict bboxes Bpredict,synth ← H(Isynth) ; // ms predicted and ns GT bboxes

6 Get IOU table Treal ∈ Rnr×mr based on Bpredict,real;
7 Get IOU table Tsynth ∈ Rns×ms based on Bpredict,synth;
8 for each pair of rocks (xreal ∈ Ireal, xsynth ∈ Isynth) do
9 Preal append max {Treal[xreal, :]};

10 Psynth append max {Tsynth[xsynth, :]};
11 end

12 end
13 return Wasserstein1(Preal,Psynth)

1 Introduction

To verify synthesized images, many past works trained NNs on synthetic images, tested on real
photos, and took the NN testing performance as evaluation [1,2]. However, it is unfair to judge the
similarity between synthetic and real images. If the synthetic image domain covers much broader
than the real photo domain, the method above could have high performance though the synthetic
domain is not similar to the real domain. In the essence of similarity, a fairer method is to compare
the performance difference. For example, assume a synthetic image is very similar to the real
corresponding photo. If a rock in the real photo detected by a perception algorithm badly, the
same rock in the synthetic image should be also detected badly. Conversely, if the real rock is
detected well, the synthetic one should also be detected well.

2 Method

From the stance of simulation and the principle above, the instance performance difference (IPD)
was proposed to judge simulation performance more fairly, which is extended from the contex-
tualized performance difference metric [3] and similar to the metric in [4]. Unlike targeting the
performance value of an algorithm tested on the real dataset and trained on the synthetic dataset,
IPD focuses on the performance similarity of an instance tested on between the synthetic and real
datasets, making it a fairer metric to evaluate the simulation.

The algorithm to compute IPD is described in Algorithm 1. The performance algorithm here
for evaluation is YOLOv5, which is used in the rock detection task. The intersection over union
(IOU) is set as the performance metric. Steps to calculate IPD between two datasets are as follows.
First, for each pair of the real photo and synthetic image of the same configuration, the synthetic
and real rocks were paired and indexed, shown as the rock indices in Fig. 1. Notice that since some
rocks were hidden in real images while appeared in synthetic images, and the simulation setup was
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Figure 1: Indexed pairs of rocks from the (left) real and (right) synthetic images, respectively.

Figure 2: The point-set registration problem before and after solved of some cases shown for
demonstration. (GT: ground-true, bbox: bounding box, synth: synthetic)

not perfectly as same as the reality, the number, order, and position of rocks in the pair of real and
synthetic images were scarcely aligned.

This formed a 2D point-set registration problem, where the points are the ground-true bounding
box centers. A modified RANSAC algorithm was utilized to solve this problem. It iteratively found
the affine transformation matrix between all permutations of randomly selected three bounding
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box centers from the two respective datasets, and tried to achieve the smallest average Euclidean
distance between the two aligned point sets after applying the transformation. The 2D point-set
registration problem before and after solved is illustrated in Figure 2.

Next, a trained YOLOv5 predicted bounding boxes for rocks in both real and synthetic datasets.
For each rock in either real or synthetic dataset, the predicted bounding box of the largest IOU
with the ground-true label of the rock was chosen as the predicted label of the rock, and this
IOU value was the performance-value of the rock. The ground-true bounding boxes were manually
labeled in real photos and automatically generated by the program in synthetic images. Finally,
the performance-value difference between the pair of two rocks (one from the synthetic image and
the other one from the paired real photo) was calculated and averaged over all pairs of rocks. This
averaged value is defined as the IPD between the two datasets.
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